Streaming potentials maps are spatially resolved indicators of amplitude, frequency and ionic strength dependant responses of articular cartilage to load.
Streaming potential distributions were measured on the surface of articular cartilage in uniaxial unconfined compression using a linear array of microelectrodes. Potential profiles were obtained for sinusoidal and ramp/stress-relaxation displacements and exhibited dependencies on radial position, sinusoidal amplitude and frequency, time during stress relaxation, and on ionic strength. The measurements agreed with trends predicted by biphasic and related models. In particular, the absolute potential amplitude was maximal at the disk center, as was the predicted fluid pressure and the potential gradient (the electric field) was seen to be maximal at the disk periphery, as was the predicted fluid velocity. We also observed a similarity between non-linear behavior of streaming potential amplitude and load amplitude with respect to sinusoidal displacement amplitude. Taken together, these results support many of the phenomena concerning relative fluid-solid movement and fluid pressurization predicted by biphasic and related models, and they indicate the general utility of spatially resolved measurements of streaming potentials for the investigation of electromechanical phenomena in tissues. For example, these streaming potential maps could be used to non-destructively diagnose cartilage extracellular matrix composition and function, as well as to quantify spatially and temporally varying physical signals in cartilage that can induce cellular and extracellular biological responses to load.